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                The second day of the project Yo-Wo takes place at the Jean Monnet House.

The day begins with an introduction by our Chairman Philippe Laurette and Martí Grau Segu, Director of Maison Jean Monnet, talks about European policies to combat early school leaving and youth unemployment.

Marie-Laure Charlesfounder and President of the Rotary e-Club Paris International, presents the activities of the e-Club. e-Ryla (Rotary Youth Leadership Award) and the benefits of chess, adapted for autistic and visually impaired young people.

María Canal FontcubertaEconomic Advisor and member of the Recovery and Resilience Task Force in the European Commission in Spain, is speaking on "How do the new generation of European funds support youth employment?

Alberto Lorente Saizdirector of the Jean Monnet Association, led an interactive session on Youth, Education and Employment.

Time is set aside for a visit to Jean Monnet's House and a guided tour of Bazoches sur Guyonne in the footsteps of Jean Monnet.

The participants in the project are presenting their best practice in training, tutoring, employment support and cultural activities for young people.

 

The Jean Monnet Association would like to thank the Maison Jean Monnet for its support for our projects and for its contribution to our work. his team for his good humour and kindness.
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                Since its inception, the Jean Monnet Association's main objective has been to pass on the memory and legacy of the man who is today considered one of the Fathers of Europe.              
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    We use cookies on our site and we save your preferences to give you the best experience. By clicking on "Accept All" you agree to our use of all cookies. To change your preferences, go to "cookies settings".
Cookie SettingsAccepting everything
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				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
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	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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